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for Learning and Reasoning
Francesco Giannini, Michelangelo Diligenti, Marco Gori, and Marco Maggini
Abstract—In this paper we introduce the convex fragment
of Łukasiewicz Logic and discuss its possible applications in
different learning schemes. Indeed, the provided theoretical
results are highly general, because they can be exploited in any
learning framework involving logical constraints. The method
is of particular interest since the fragment guarantees to deal
with convex constraints, which are shown to be equivalent to
a set of linear constraints. Within this framework, we are able
to formulate learning with kernel machines as well as collective
classification as a quadratic programming problem.
Index Terms—Learning from constraints, First–order logic,
Convex optimization, Kernel machines, Collective classification.
I. INTRODUCTION
THE theory we present can be exploited in differentlearning settings, especially in contexts where some
relational knowledge on the task is available. In general, a
learning process can be thought of as a constraint satisfaction
problem, where the constraints represent the knowledge about
the functions to be learned. Supervisions act as a special
class of constraints providing positive as well as negative
examples for the task, while it may be also useful to express
relationships among the classification categories. For example,
we can be interested in the satisfaction of a rule like “any
pattern classified as a cat has to be classified as an animal”,
where cat and animal have to be thought of as the membership
functions of two classes to learn. In such a sense, symbolic
logic provides a natural way to express factual and abstract
knowledge about a problem by means of logical formulas in
a certain logic. Logical representations have been successfully
employed in various learning schemes from a long time, since
they allow high–level representations. In addition, we can
exploit theorems and fundamental properties of the chosen
logic to get an advantage for the learning strategy. In fact, we
choose Łukasiewicz Logic since the McNaughton Theorem
provides a functional representation of Łukasiewicz formulas
by piecewise linear functions. Exploiting this result, we are
able to characterize the fragment of Łukasiewicz formulas
corresponding to convex functional constraints (see also [1]).
As we better clarify in the following, this result is very
general because it can be applied to different learning settings,
where the employment of the fragment brings benefits to
the problem solution. In particular, this paper shows how to
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exploit this result into kernel machines, collective classification
and Probabilistic Soft Logic. In the experimental section, the
theoretical result is applied to a simple artificial learning task
to enlighten the properties of the proposed framework in a
controlled setting.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II discusses
the importance of expressing convex constraints representing
logic knowledge for machine learning applications, while in
Section III we discuss related works and we carry out an
informal comparison with respect to the main approaches
making use of logical constraints in the literature. Section IV
reports the theoretical results characterizing the Łukasiewicz
fragment that yields convex logical constraints. In Section V
we introduce different learning schemes where the fragment
can be successfully applied. For instance, we show how to
extend classical kernel machine theory with logical constraints
still preserving quadratic optimization. Further, we formulate
a collective classification task and we discuss the extension of
Probabilistic Soft Logic allowing logical formulas to belong
to the convex fragment instead of be restricted to disjunctive
clauses. In section VI the theory is evaluated on an experimen-
tal setting. Finally, some conclusions and additional remarks
are drawn in Section VII. The Appendix A reports the proofs
of the theoretical results, together with more technical details.
II. LEARNING AND CONVEXITY
The field of Machine Learning (ML) [2], [3] defines theories
and a wide range of techniques, which can be used to
approximate an unknown function. A classical starting point
for most ML approaches is to define a cost functional (the
same reasoning can be applied to probabilistic methods, where
the cost functional is replaced by a likelihood). The cost
functional depends on the parameters of the approximators
and it assumes lower values for functions having a closer-to-
desired behavior. For example, the cost functional can express
how the function should behave on some data points or it can
penalize values outside a given range or force the function to
respond similarly to different pairs of inputs. Once the cost
functional is defined, the training of the learner becomes an
optimization problem with respect to the parameters, which
can be tackled via gradient descent or other optimization
techniques. One desired property of a cost functional is to
be convex. Indeed, non-convex optimization is intractable in a
general sense [4] and it can be efficiently faced only when sub-
optimal solutions are acceptable1. On the other hand, convex
1An optimal solution is a solution for which there are no other solutions
providing a lower cost.c©Copyright 2018 IEEE
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optimization is very well understood and there are available
algorithmic solutions to efficiently find optimal solutions. For
example, Conjugate Gradient Descent [5] is guaranteed to
converge to an optimal solution in linear time when the cost
functional is convex. Many methods in machine Learning
explicitly aim at defining convex cost functionals by constrain-
ing the form of the approximation. For example, training of
Support Vector Machines [6] corresponds to solving a linear
(and therefore convex) optimization problem. However, it is
not obvious how to get a convex cost functional in general.
For instance, the definition of a convex cost functional is
more challenging when the learning task is more complex
and general logic knowledge needs to be exploited to express
properties of the unknown function, like assumed by Statistical
Relational Learning (SRL) methods [7]. This class of learners
includes methods like Markov Logic Networks (MLNs) [8]
defining a probabilistic logic, which assigns a weight to
each clause in the knowledge base. However, inference in
MLNs builds a non-convex optimization problem, making
the methodology impractical for large learning problems. To
overtake this limitation, Probabilistic Soft Logic (PSL) [9]
relaxes the learning task using fuzzy logic and restricts the
knowledge base to clauses with a specific form. Under these
constraints inference corresponds to a convex optimization
problem, which can be solved even for large learning tasks.
However, the limitations in the form of the clauses prevents
the application of PSL to arbitrary learning tasks. This paper
studies under which conditions a general description of the
knowledge base corresponds to a convex optimization prob-
lem, when integrated into learning. This class of descriptions
is larger than that considered in PSL and similar learning
methods, making this theoretical result useful across a wide
range of machine learning applications.
III. RELATED WORKS
There are several approaches to embed logical knowledge
into learning processes. As an example, the connections be-
tween logic and kernel machines have been the subject of
many investigations with different techniques from several
authors. For instance, in [10] a family of kernel functions is
built up from a Feature Description Language to exploit the
relational structure of the domain. One limitation of this work
is that the integration with the logic formalism does not reveal
very tight connections. A different approach is considered in
[11], where the t-norm theory is used to translate first–order
formulas into real valued functions. Unfortunately, the logical
constraints turn out to be not convex in general, unless one
restricts the attention to only Horn clauses [12]. With respect
to this point, the fragment we present in this paper provides the
complete set of formulas that can be written in Łukasiewicz
logic to get convex functional constraints.
A different research area that combines logic programming
with machine learning techniques is Inductive Logic Program-
ming (ILP) [13], [14]. The general inductive problem is as
follows: given a set of positive P and negative N examples and
a consistent background knowledge B, find a hypothesis H
such that the conjunction of H and B entails all the examples
of P and none of N . A large number of hypotheses typically
fits such a definition. For instance the Bayesian ILP setting
[15] assumes a prior probability distribution defined over
the hypothesis space. In [16] clauses are given a probability
value and two methods to estimate these parameters and the
hypothesis are provided. In addition, it is worth to mention
some related works on Inductive Logic Programming and
kernel machines like [17] and [18]. In the first paper the system
FOIL is combined with kernel methods by leveraging FOIL
search for a set of relevant clauses. In the second one a kernel,
that is an inner product in the feature space spanned by a given
set of first–order hypothesized clauses, is proposed.
Statistical Relational Learning (SRL) deserves a special
mention in this brief overview. SRL focus on relational do-
mains under uncertainty, where relations among objects are
expressed by first–order formulas and uncertainty is handled
by setting up probabilistic graphical models, like Bayesian
networks. Probabilistic logic learning has been the subject of
many investigations from several authors and we recommend
[19] for a survey. In these years, a lot of frameworks arose
into this field, among which emerged Markov Logic Networks
(MLNs) [8] and Probabilistic Soft Logic (PSL) [9] already
mentioned. Formally an MLN is a set of weighted First–Order
logic (FOL) formulas, but can be viewed as a template for con-
structing Markov Random Fields (MRFs) to model the joint
distribution of the set of all the possible atomic groundings in
formulas. PSL, initially called Probabilistic Similarity Logic
[20], has a very similar approach, that can be viewed as a
template for Hinge-Loss Markov Random Fields, that are con-
tinuous generalization of MRFs whose formulas are restricted
to disjunctive clauses and translated by the Łukasiewicz t-
norm and t-conorm. With this restriction, the authors are
able to get convex optimization [21] for the most probable
explanation (MPE) task avoiding the general intractability of
MLNs and they also provide different approaches to estimate
the rule weights [22]. As we point out in section V, where a
more accurate comparison with PSL is discussed, the set of
formulas, that keep convexity in this frame, can be extended
to the whole convex fragment we provide. However, our
approach is more in the spirit of [23] where Semantic Based
Regularization (SBR), a unified framework for inference and
learning that is centered around the notion of constraints and
of parsimony principle, is presented. The SBR goal is to
find the smoothest functions satisfying the (possibly weighted)
constraints. As pointed out by the paper, the given solution
can be interpreted also in probabilistic terms and directly
compared with MLNs. Finally, in a similar direction, some
recent works by Serafini et al. [24], [25] propose a framework
called Logic Tensor Networks (LTN) that integrates learning
based on tensor networks [26] with reasoning using first-order
Łukasiewicz Logic, all implemented in TENSORFLOW.
IV. THE CONVEX ŁUKASIEWICZ FRAGMENT
In this section we present the main theoretical contribution
of the paper. Since the result is about logic, it applies to a
wide class of learning settings exploiting logical arguments. In
particular, we discuss the general case of a multi–task learning
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problem, where we are interested in the integration of prior
knowledge with supervisions for learning a set {p1, . . . , pJ}
of real–valued functions. We decided to represent the prior
knowledge by means of FOL formulas giving that this logical
formalism allows us to express elaborated relations among
the objective functions in a simple way and with a suitable
granularity. Since the objectives can assume continuous values,
a fuzzy logic turns out to be an effective tool to express the
logical constraints and like other authors do [22], [24], we de-
cided to focus on Łukasiewicz Logic. In principle, the logical
constraints can be expressed by any (fuzzy) logic, however
there are several reasons to work into the Łukasiewicz frame.
For instance, among the three fundamental fuzzy logics given
by a continuous t-norm2 (Łukasiewicz, Go¨del and Product),
the Łukasiewicz logic is the only one providing an equivalent
prenex normal form (i.e. quantifiers followed by a quantifier–
free part) and a continuous involutive negation (¬¬x = x)
preserving the De Morgan laws (for more details on involutive
negations in fuzzy logic, see [27]).
Remark 1. For the learning problem we can assume to deal
with propositional formulas. Indeed, the objective functions
are evaluated on finite training sets and according to the fol-
lowing rules, FOL formulas can be rewritten in an equivalent
free–quantifier form as:
∀x pi(x) '
∧
a∈Dom(pi)
pi(a), ∃x pi(x) '
∨
a∈Dom(pi)
pi(a).
(1)
As a result, we can exploit stronger results from proposi-
tional theories still yielding FOL expressiveness.
A. Propositional Łukasiewicz Logic
Propositional Łukasiewicz Logic Ł is the fuzzy logic we
get if we take the t–norm x⊗ y = max{0, x+ y− 1} as truth
function for the conjunction on the continuous values [0, 1].
It is worth to mention that Ł is sound and complete with
respect to its standard algebra on [0, 1] and the operations
corresponding to Łukasiewicz connectives are reported in
the Table I. We only notice that the algebraic semantics of
Łukasiewicz connectives is determined by the chosen t–norm
[28] and we recommend [29] for a more detailed analysis
about Łukasiewicz logic.
The connectives ⊗,⊕ correspond to Łukasiewicz t–norm
and t–conorm. They are called strong connectives in opposi-
tion to ∧,∨ that are called weak. Indeed the following relations
hold for all x, y ∈ [0, 1]:
x⊗ y ≤ x ∧ y ≤ x ∨ y ≤ x⊕ y.
The implication is the residuum of the t–norm and it can be
also defined as x → y := ¬x ⊕ y. In addition, 0 ≡ x ⊗ ¬x
and 1 ≡ x ⊕ ¬x for any x ∈ V , where V denotes the set of
all the propositional variables. It is worth to notice that in Ł
we have two conjunctions and two disjunctions (a strong and
a weak). Weak connectives can be defined from the strong
ones in every fuzzy logic. For instance the weak conjunction
that corresponds to the minimum operation, can be defined
2A t-norm is a binary operation extending the boolean conjunction to [0,1].
TABLE I
ŁUKASIEWICZ CONNECTIVES AND THEIR ALGEBRAIC COUNTERPARTS.
Formula Operation
conjunctions
x⊗ y max{0, x+ y − 1}
x ∧ y min{x, y}
disjunctions
x⊕ y min{1, x+ y}
x ∨ y max{x, y}
implication and negation
x→ y min{1, 1− x+ y}
¬x 1− x
constants
0 0
1 1
as x ∧ y := x ⊗ (x → y). Even if the two conjunctions and
the two disjunctions coincide on the crisp values {0, 1} they
generalize quite differently on continuous values [0, 1].
We conclude this brief overview on Łukasiewicz logic
recalling some fundamental properties. For instance, the De
Morgan laws between both weak and strong connectives hold,
as well as the Distributive laws of strong over weak. We only
notice that the distributive property does not hold between
strong conjunction and strong disjunction, namely for instance
x⊕ (y ⊗ z) 6≡ (x⊕ y)⊗ (x⊕ z),
for some x, y, z, as shown in the following counter–example
taking x = 0.1, y = z = 0.5:
min{1, x+ max{0, y + z − 1}} = 0.1
max{0,min{1, x+ y}+ min{1, x+ z} − 1} = 0.2.
In view of the learning procedure, formulated as an op-
timization problem, we are interested in a functional repre-
sentation of logical formulas. Indeed, FOL will be translated
into functional constraints for the objective functions, which
are to be thought of as predicates or as any–arity relations.
Since the algebra of Ł-formulas on n variables is isomorphic
to the algebra of functions from [0, 1]n to [0, 1] [29], we
can translate formulas into functions in a very natural way.
In particular, the zero formula 0 corresponds to the constant
function equal to 0 and, given ◦ ∈ {∧,∨,⊗,⊕,→}, for every
(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ [0, 1]n :
f¬ϕ(x1, . . . , xn) = 1− fϕ(x1, . . . , xn),
fϕ◦ψ(x1, . . . , xn) = fϕ(x1, . . . , xn) ◦∗ fψ(x1, . . . , xn);
where ◦∗ denotes the operation corresponding to the connec-
tive ◦ according to Table I.
An optimization problem can be solved with efficient algo-
rithms in the case it is convex, or even better if it is quadratic.
In particular, convexity guarantees the existence (and unicity in
the strong convex case) of an optimal solution under opportune
hypothesis, as we will see in the next section. In addition,
convex optimization is not affected by the presence of local
minima, indeed any local optimum is also global. These are
the main reasons why we decided to investigate the convexity
of the functions corresponding to logical formulas. A complete
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functional representation for Go¨del, Product and Łukasiewicz
fuzzy logics can be found in [30]. However, in this paper we
are only interested in the latter, indeed functions corresponding
to Product t–norm are at most quasi concave and the Go¨del t–
norm is represented by the Łukasiewicz weak conjunction. The
fundamental result about the functional representation of Ł–
formulas is given by the well–known McNaughton Theorem
[29]. It states that, for the propositional case, the algebra of
formulas of Łukasiewicz Logic on n variables is isomorphic
to the algebra of McNaughton functions defined on [0, 1]n.
Definition 1. Let f : [0, 1]n → [0, 1] be a continuous function
with n ≥ 0, f is called a McNaughton function if it is
piecewise linear with integer coefficients, that is, there exists
a finite set of linear polynomials p1, . . . , pm with integer
coefficients such that for all (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ [0, 1]n, there exists
i ≤ m such that
f(x1, . . . , xn) = pi(x1, . . . , xn).
Theorem 1 (McNaughton Theorem). For each n ≥ 0, the
class of [0, 1]-valued functions defined on [0, 1]n that corre-
spond to formulas of propositional Łukasiewicz logic coincides
with the class of McNaughton functions defined on [0, 1]n and
equipped with pointwise defined operations.
As a consequence, for every Ł–formula ϕ depending on
n propositional variables, we can consider its corresponding
function fϕ : [0, 1]n → [0, 1], whose value on each point is
exactly the evaluation of the formula with respect to the same
variable assignment. Hence we can investigate the convexity
of such functions that, for the McNaughton Theorem, are
McNaughton functions.
B. Convex McNaughton Functions
As we said above, we are now interested in the as large
as possible set of Ł–formulas corresponding to convex Mc-
Naughton functions. We start with the investigation of logical
connectives corresponding to operations that preserve concav-
ity or convexity3.
Lemma 1. Let ϕ, ψ be two Ł–formulas, then
1) fϕ is convex if and only if f¬ϕ is concave;
2) if fϕ, fψ are concave then the functions fϕ∧ψ and fϕ⊕ψ
are concave;
3) if fϕ, fψ are convex then the functions fϕ∨ψ and fϕ⊗ψ
are convex.
Proof. See Appendix.
Therefore, the operations corresponding to the connectives
∧, ⊕ preserve concavity, while that ones corresponding to
∨, ⊗ preserve convexity. In the following definition, we fix
two different fragments of Łukasiewicz formulas which are
built according to such connectives.
Definition 2. Let (∧,⊕)∗ and (⊗,∨)∗ be the smallest sets of
formulas (up to equivalence) such that:
• 0 ∈ (∧,⊕)∗ and 1 ∈ (⊗,∨)∗;
3For an explicit definition of concave (convex) function, see Appendix A.
• if x ∈ V , then x,¬x ∈ (∧,⊕)∗ and x,¬x ∈ (⊗,∨)∗;
• if ϕ1, ϕ2 ∈ (∧,⊕)∗, then ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2, ϕ1 ⊕ ϕ2 ∈ (∧,⊕)∗;
• if ϕ1, ϕ2 ∈ (⊗,∨)∗, then ϕ1 ⊗ ϕ2, ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 ∈ (⊗,∨)∗.
Anticipating the main result of this section, we refer to
(∧,⊕)∗ as the concave fragment and to (⊗,∨)∗ as the
convex fragment of Łukasiewicz logic. Since 0, 1 correspond to
constant functions and the literals correspond to projections or
their negations, which are affine functions and therefore both
concave and convex, the formulas inside a specific fragment
are guaranteed to be concave or convex respectively. However,
thanks to the following theorem (see e.g. [31]), we are able
to prove the if and only if claim.
Theorem 2. Any convex piecewise linear function on Rn can
be expressed as a max of a finite number of affine functions.
This means that, for each n-ary convex McNaughton func-
tion f there exist M1, . . . ,Mk ∈ Zn, q1, . . . , qk ∈ Z such
that:
for all x ∈ [0, 1]n f(x) = max
i=1,··· ,k
(M ′i · x+ qi) . (2)
On the other hand, every concave McNaughton function can
be expressed as the minimum of a finite number of affine
functions. We only mention that the coefficients of the affine
functions are constructively determined by the shape of the
considered formula.
Example. Let us consider ϕ = ((x∧y)⊕¬y⊕z)∧¬z, then
ϕ ∈ (∧,⊕)∗ and it is equivalent to (x⊕¬y⊕ z)∧ (y⊕¬y⊕
z) ∧ ¬z. From this latter expression, we get:
fϕ(x, y, z) = min{1, x− y + z + 1, 1− z}.
Finally, exploiting (2) and thanks to Lemma 1, we can prove
that (∧,⊕)∗ and (⊗,∨)∗ coincide with the sets of all Ł-
formulas whose corresponding McNaughton functions are
concave and convex respectively.
Proposition 1. Let fϕ : [0, 1]n → [0, 1] be a McNaughton
function. Then,
1) fϕ is concave if and only if ϕ ∈ (∧,⊕)∗;
2) fϕ is convex if and only if ϕ ∈ (⊗,∨)∗.
Proof. See Appendix A.
As a result, the largest fragments of Ł whose McNaughton
functions are either concave or convex are determined. It is
worth to notice that in general, in literature logical constraints
are often initially expressed in boolean form and then they
are fuzzified. Since the fragments we define contain both
a conjunction and a disjunction which are coherent with
boolean connectives on the crisp values, in principle one
can almost always translate boolean formulas into convex
Łukasiewicz constraints. However, as we sketch in the next
section, any choice for this translation can slightly modify the
expressiveness of the formulas we were dealing with.
C. Notes on Expressiveness
In the whole paper, we suppose to deal with a prior knowl-
edge expressed by a set of first–order Ł–formulas. However
in the majority of cases, in practical problems we are given a
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set of boolean formulas, hence we have to decide a suitable
way of translating them into the language of Łukasiewicz
logic. The majority of authors [20], [23], [24] convert boolean
conjunction with the t–norm and the disjunction with the t–
conorm, namely with the pair (⊗,⊕). It is worth noticing
that Proposition 1 characterizes the concave and the convex
formulas in Ł, but in general it does not provide an effective
way to embed any boolean formula into a specific fragment.
However, this is always guaranteed by making use of either
the concave or the convex connectives if we consider any
boolean formula without implication and with negation on
at most literals. In particular, given any boolean formula, we
can always rewrite it into a conjunctive normal form (CNF)
and then we can apply the following two translations to the
conjunctions and disjunctions to fall into the concave or the
convex fragment respectively:
(concave)
n∧
i=1
m⊕
j=1
(¬)lij , (convex)
n⊗
i=1
m∨
j=1
(¬)lij . (3)
Actually, there are several possibilities to translate the
boolean connectives into the Łukasiewicz ones, where we have
two conjunctions and two disjunctions. Even if the weak and
the strong operations coincide on the boolean values {0, 1},
the way they generalize on continuous values [0, 1] determines
different semantics for the resulting formulas. In the following
we show some examples to compare possible representations.
Example 1 (Distributivity). In general, we can lose consis-
tency on what we have to represent if we manipulate the
boolean expressions before translating them into fuzzy terms.
For instance, in boolean logic, the two formulas x∧(y∨z) and
(x∧y)∨ (x∧z) are equivalent. However, if we translate them
with the fragment (⊗,∨)∗ the equivalence still holds, whereas
in general the same is not true with the fragment (⊗,⊕)∗.
A well–studied class of formulas is given by the Horn
clauses, i.e. formulas with a propositional variable implied by a
conjunction of propositional variables. They are very common
in the literature since they are quite expressive and easy to
handle.
Example 2 (Horn Clauses). Given a Horn clause, if we
translate the conjunction with the t–norm, then we get:
(x1 ⊗ . . .⊗ xm)→ y ≡ (¬x1 ⊕ . . .⊕ ¬xm ⊕ y) ∈ (∧,⊕)∗,
namely the class of Horn clauses translated in Ł with ⊗
is strictly contained in the concave fragment. Indeed, the
following formulas are in (∧,⊕)∗ and do not correspond to
Horn clauses:
x∧y, x⊕(y∧z), x∧(x→ y), (x⊗y)→ (x∧z).
Finally in the rest of this section, we discuss some exam-
ples representing well–known rules in learning from logical
constraints.
Example 3 (Manifold Regularization). Manifold regulariza-
tion assumes that a given relation R(a, b) states when two
objects a and b belong to the same manifold, requiring that the
value of a predicate P (x) should be consistent when evaluated
on the two points. This condition can be expressed by the
following boolean formula:
R(a, b)→ (P (a)↔ P (b)), (4)
where P (a)↔ P (b) ≡ (P (a)→ P (b)) ∧ (P (b)→ P (a)).
Since for all x, y ∈ [0, 1]
min{1, 1−x+y, 1−y+x} = max{0,min{1−x+y, 1−y+x}}
then, (x→ y)∧(y → x) ≡ (x→ y)⊗(y → x) and in this case
each choice we make between ∧ and ⊗ yields an equivalent
results. In particular, if we use the weak conjunction we can
immediately see that such a formula belongs to the concave
fragment.
Example 4 (Mutually Exclusive Classes). One can ask, for
instance in a collective classification problem, that a certain
pattern belongs to one and only one of two (or more) classes.
For short we indicate with x and y the two grounded predi-
cates corresponding to the class assigned to the same object a.
For instance, by means of x∨y we can express that a belongs
to at least one of the two classes and by (x∧¬y)∨ (¬x∧ y)
that a belongs to exactly one class. Such formulas can be
translated into Łukasiewicz logic in different ways. However
it seems that some choices are more accurate with respect
to the initial boolean semantics of the formula. For instance,
if we translate x ∨ y with x ⊕ y, then the formula will be
satisfied for any pair of [0, 1]–values summing to 1, on the
other hand it can be more useful to translate it with the
weak disjunction that corresponds to the maximum. For what
concerns the exclusive disjunction, it can be represented in
Łukasiewicz logic by (x⊗¬y)∨ (¬x⊗ y) that belongs to the
convex fragment.
V. LEARNING SCHEMES
In this section we briefly introduce some learning frame-
works where we are able to get some theoretical insights
when exploiting the convex Łukasiewicz fragment. In the big
picture, we are interested in the learning of a set of real–
valued functions P = {pj : Rnj → R, j ∈ NJ , nj >
0} provided with some factual (supervisions) and abstract
knowledge (logical formulas) on them. Throughout the paper,
each objective function pj is supposed to be evaluated on a
supervised training set Lj and an unsupervised training set
Uj , where:
Lj = {(xjl , yjl ) : xjl ∈ Rnj , yjl ∈ {−1, 1}, l ∈ Nlj},
Uj = {xju ∈ Rnj : u ∈ Nuj}.
For any j, the logical constraints related to the j-th predicate
will be forced on the setUj . Since any quantifier is applied to a
specific argument of a predicate, it can be useful to decompose
by components the range of vectors xju as Uj = Uj1 × . . .×
Ujnj such that each Ujk is the domain of the k-th argument
of the predicate pj . It is also useful to define, the set Sj =
Uj∪L ′j (whereL ′j = {xjl : (xjl , yjl ) ∈ Lj}) that contains the
whole set of points in which the j-th objective is evaluated.
In the following, we indicate with sj the cardinality of Sj ,
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S = s1 + . . . + sJ and U = u1 + . . . + uJ . Further, we
suppose we are given a set of Łukasiewicz FOL formulas,
KB = {ϕh : h ∈ NH} whose predicates are functions in
P. With respect to the notation, in the following we adopt
some abbreviations. For instance, will omit the superscript j
on points and we write pjl instead of pj(x
j
l ). In addition, we
write p = (p1, . . . , pJ) : Rn → RJ , where n = n1 + . . .+nJ ,
for the overall objective function.
A. Kernel Machines
Kernel methods are a class of algorithms for pattern
analysis that exploit high–dimensional feature representation.
Among others, one of such algorithms that is widely
employed is the well–known Support Vector Machine (SVM),
a supervised learning model aiming to separate a set of points
that belong to different classes with an as large as possible
margin [32]. One of the goals of SVMs is that learning can
be efficiently solved by quadratic optimization algorithms
both in the primal and in the dual space. In the following,
we show how to extend its classical formulation to include
logical constraints still preserving quadratic programming.
From now on in this section, we assume that each objective
function pj belongs to some Reproducing Kernel Hilbert
Space (RKHS) Hj . By means of the reproducing property,
pj can be represented as an expansion of the kernel
function kj ∈ Hj . The choice of the kernel is empirically
validated, typical choices are polynomial or a gaussian kernel.
Constraints: For every objective function pj , we require the
satisfaction of soft constraints corresponding to supervisions
in Lj according to the classical approach with hinge loss
functions:
yl(2pj(xl)− 1) ≥ 1− 2ξjl with ξjl ≥ 0, for l = 1, . . . , lj ,
where the slack variable ξjl denotes the smallest nonnega-
tive number satisfying the constraint. In the following, we
refer to such constraints as pointwise constraints. They are
slightly modified with respect to the usual formulation, since
the supervisions are labelled with values yl = ±1 whereas
the predicates are supposed to assume 0–1 values denoting
classical logic true–values.
The objective functions in P must assume [0, 1]-values in
all the points on which they are evaluated. Indeed they have
to behave as logical predicates occurring in the formulas of
KB. In previous works (e.g. [11]) this is achieved applying
a sigmoid function to predicates before enforcing the logical
constraints. Since in general the sigmoid does not preserve
convexity (as well as concavity), we opt for a different strategy,
by requiring explicitly the 0–1 bound for every pj . These linear
constraints are referred to as consistency constraints:
0 ≤ pj(xs) ≤ 1, for s = 1, . . . , sj , xs ∈ Sj . (5)
Finally, the logical constraints arise from the knowledge
base KB that is supposed to be a collection of FOL Ł–
formulas. However, according to (1) each quantified formula
can be replaced with a propositional one once all the predicates
are grounded on their domains of evaluation. We denote the
set of such propositionalized formulas, where the grounded
predicates are considered as [0, 1] propositional variables,
by KB′. For what concerns logical constraints, every pj is
supposed to be evaluated on the unsupervised examples in
Uj . Since the formulas in KB′ depend, in general, on all
the possible groundings of their occurring predicates, it is
useful for j = 1, . . . , J to indicate with p¯j the vector of all
groundings of pj in Uj , namely p¯j = (pj1, . . . , pjuj ) and
p¯ = (p¯1, . . . , p¯J) ∈ [0, 1]U .
Example 5. Let us consider P = {p1, p2} and ϕ ∈ KB such
that:
ϕ : ∀x∃y(p1(x)→ p2(x, y)).
Given U11 = U21 = {x1, x2} and U22 = {y1, y2}, we have
U1 = U11 and U2 = {(x1, y1), (x1, y2), (x2, y1), (x2, y2)},
hence the grounding vectors for the two predicates are
p¯1 = (p11, p12) , p¯2 = (p21, p22, p23, p24) .
Therefore, we get as propositional form for ϕ the formula
[(p11 → p21) ∨ (p11 → p22)]∧ [(p12 → p23) ∨ (p12 → p24)] .
Since we are now dealing with propositional formulas, all
the results reported in the previous section can be used. In
particular, every n−ary formula ϕ in KB′ is isomorphic
to a McNaughton function fϕ : [0, 1]n → [0, 1]. For the
sake of simplicity, fh indicates the function corresponding
to the formula ϕh and KB′ is the set of such functions:
KB′ = {f1, . . . , fH}. In addition, to make the notation
as uniform as possible, we write any of such function as
depending on the grounding vector of all predicates, i.e. fh =
fh(p¯), however in general it depends on only few predicates.
Finally, we can express the logical constraints, and requiring
their soft satisfaction, a new slack variable is introduced for
each h ∈ NH , such as 1 − fh(p¯) ≤ ξh with ξh ≥ 0. If
KB′ ⊆ (∧,⊕)∗, namely if the formulas are built from the
concave fragment, then fh is a concave function and 1 − fh
is the convex function corresponding to the formula ¬ϕh.
The considered McNaughton functions are convex in the
space of grounded predicates. Since we suppose that each
objective function belongs to a certain RKHS, then we can
write pj(x) = ω′j · φj(x) + bj , where φj : Rnj → RNj is
a feature map determined by the j-th kernel function kj of
Hj , ωj ∈ RNj is said the j-th weight vector and bj ∈ R.
If we assume x ∈ Uj and we set ωˆj = (ω′j , bj)′, then
the values of predicates are totally determined by the matrix
ωˆ = (ωˆ1, . . . , ωˆJ). This entails that the formulas will be
evaluated by composition on the weight space and therefore
we need to guarantee the convexity of McNaughton functions
on this space. Thanks to the linear form assumed by each
objective function in the feature space (in general Nj >> nj
or even Nj can be infinite), the following lemma applies and
guarantees convexity of the functional logical constraints in
the weight space too.
Lemma 2. Let f : Y ⊆ Rm → R be a convex (concave)
function and g : X ⊆ Rd → Y such that g(x) = Ax+ b with
A ∈ Rm,d, b ∈ Rm. Then the function h : X → R defined by
h = f ◦ g is convex (concave) in X .
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Summing up, we can embed the logical constraints into the
overall loss function by means of convex functional constraints
if we consider only formulas that belong to the concave frag-
ment. However, since we suppose to deal with Łukasiewicz
formulas, any functional constraint is a McNaughton func-
tion, and a piecewise linear function, in particular. Therefore
according to (2) we have for every h ∈ NH :
1− fh(p¯) = max
i=1,··· ,Ih
(
Mhi · p¯ + qhi
) ≤ ξh
if and only if
Mhi · p¯ + qhi ≤ ξh for all i ∈ NIh , (6)
where Mhi ∈ R1,U and qhi ∈ R are integer coefficients
determined by the shape of the formula ¬ϕ′h. This means that
we can replace each convex constraint with a set of linear
constraints (also in the weight space).
It is worth to notice that, since a distributive law holds
in any fragment for the strong connective with respect to
the weak one, we can easily rewrite any concave formula
as a weak conjunction of strong disjunctions as well as any
convex formula as a weak disjunction of strong conjunctions.
Thereafter is straightforward to get the integer coefficients of
the affine functions. For instance, given ϕ ∈ (∧,⊕)∗ such that
ϕ : (x1 ⊕ ¬x2) ∧ (x1 ⊕ x2), we have:
fϕ = min{1, x1 − x2 + 1, x1 + x2}.
Optimization: In order to learn the objective functions we
have to find the optimal values for the weight matrix. As
in SVMs we ask for a solution that maximizes the margin
between the false and the true class satisfying the constraints.
Functional logical constraints are expressed by their linear
counterparts, such that we can formulate a quadratic optimiza-
tion problem in the primal space as well as in the dual space.
Here we report the primal formulation of the problem together
with some comments on the optimal solution. We refer to the
Appendix A for further details.
Primal Problem (7)
min
1
2
∑
j∈NJ
||ωj ||2 + C1
∑
j∈NJ
l∈Nlj
ξjl + C2
∑
h∈NH
ξh subject to:
yl(2pj(xl)− 1) ≥ 1− 2ξjl , ξjl ≥ 0,
Mhi · p¯ + qhi ≤ ξh, ξh ≥ 0,
0 ≤ pj(xs) ≤ 1,
where j ∈ NJ , l ∈ Nlj , (xl, yl) ∈ Lj , h ∈ NH , i ∈ NIh ,
s ∈ Nsj , xs ∈ Sj and C1, C2 are positive real parameters
determined by cross validation.
Remark 2. The constants C1 and C2 express the (possibly
different) degree of satisfaction for the pointwise and logical
constraints respectively. It is worth noticing that the super-
visions can be seen as atomic logical constraints or their
negation. However we decided to keep them separated in this
formulation both for clarity with respect to the usual SVM
literature and for considering different values for the con-
stants. In principle one can weigh any constraint differently.
However we suppose to have the same degree of belief on all
the supervisions as well as on all the logical formulas.
The problem can be solved in the primal or dual space,
because convexity guarantees that the KKT–conditions are also
sufficient and the duality gap is null. Indeed, The solution of
the j-th objective with respect to the optimal parameters can
be written as:
pj(x) = ω
∗
j · φj(x) + b∗j = 2
lj∑
l=1
λ∗jlylkj(xl,x)+
−
H∑
h=1
Ih∑
i=1
λ∗hi
uj∑
u=1
Mhi,ukj(xu,x)+
sj∑
s=1
(η∗js−η¯∗js)kj(xs,x)+b∗j .
B. Collective Classification
In general the logical constraints express relational infor-
mations on different objective functions at a time, hence they
can be very suitable for collective classification tasks. Here we
formulate the collective setting in the same spirit as what we
did for kernel machines. The logical formulas are collected in
KB and each predicate pj is supposed to be evaluated on its
sample set Sj , while p¯j = (pj1, . . . , pjsj ) denotes the vector
of all its possible groundings, p¯ = (p¯1, . . . , p¯J).
In the previous subsection, we assumed to learn the objec-
tive functions by the training of opportune kernel machines,
whereas in this case, we assume that an appropriate model
(e.g. a neural network) has already been trained to compute
their prior values. In the following, we indicate by pˆj the
available vector of priors for the j-th objective function. Even
if the priors assume [0, 1]–values, we have to guarantee the
same for the values into the grounding vectors of the objective
functions. Then, we enforce again (5).
Given this setting, the considered multi–task learning prob-
lem is formulated as
min
p
∑
j∈NJ
||p¯j − pˆj ||2 + C1
∑
h∈NH
ξh subject to
1− fh(p¯) ≤ ξh, ξh ≥ 0,
0 ≤ pj(xs) ≤ 1
where h ∈ NH , j ∈ NJ , s ∈ Nsj , xs ∈ Sj and C1 is used
to weigh the degree of satisfaction of the logical constraints.
This optimization problem aims at finding the grounding for
the predicates closest to the given priors and yielding the
minimal violation of the constraints. If we assume to deal with
formulas in the concave fragment, then the logical constraints
can be rewritten according to (6) and we obtain a quadratic
programming problem that can be efficiently solved.
Manifold Regularization: As an example, we discuss here
the already mentioned logical rule for manifold regularization
(4). In principle, given any binary relation R(x, y) on a domain
of a predicate, we can require that this predicate assumes
as close as possible values on those points that are related
by R. For instance, the topological properties of the original
domains of the predicates are not explicitly represented in the
considered setting, apart from the values assigned for the given
priors. This suggest to consider a predefined binary relation
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R(x1,x2) expressing the membership of the two points to a
same manifold. For instance, a spatial regularization manifold
can be defined as R(x1,x2) = exp
(
− ||x1−x2||2σ2
)
, where
x1,x2 ∈ Sj for some j ∈ NJ , and with σ as neighbourhood
width parameter. To enforce the manifold regularization we
enforce the satisfaction of the following logical formula for
each x1,x2 ∈ Sj ,
Rj12 → ((pj1 → pj2) ∧ (pj2 → pj1))
that is equivalent to the convex constraint
max{0, Rj12 + pj1 − pj2 − 1, Rj12 − pj1 + pj2 − 1} ≤ ξ,
and to the following linear constraints
Rj12 + pj1 − pj2 − 1 ≤ ξ,
Rj12 − pj1 + pj2 − 1 ≤ ξ.
C. Probabilistic Soft Logic
Probabilistic soft logic (PSL) [9], [22] is a general frame-
work for probabilistic reasoning in relational domains. Sim-
ilarly to Markov Logic Networks [8], PSL uses first–order
logic rules to instantiate a graphical model having as nodes
the values of each grounded predicate, represented as soft–
assignments in [0, 1].
PSL uses the Łukasiewicz logic to implement a relaxation
technique commonly used to solve MAX SAT problems. In
particular, let C = {c1, . . . , cm} be a set of logic disjunctive
clauses, where each formula in the disjunction is a literal,
i.e. an atomic formula or its negation. PSL embeds the
knowledge into a Markov Random Field (MRF), which builds
a distribution over possible interpretations as:
P (I) = 1
Z
exp
− m∑
j=1
λj Φj(I)

where λj ≥ 0 is the weight of the clause cj , Z is a normaliza-
tion constant and the potential Φj expresses the distance from
the satisfaction of the formula cj . Each weight λj can be used
to express how strongly the j-th clause is enforced to hold
true. In fact, a higher weight penalizes stronger an assignment
that does not satisfy the corresponding clause.
PSL assumes the assignment of a template to each clause
cj , that is reused for each single grounding of the clause
in the interpretation. Assuming that a clause is universally
quantified, the MRF has one clique for each grounding of such
formula and the potential Φj can be expressed as the sum of
the potential φj on all the possible groundings. In particular,
Φj(Ij) =
∑
g∈Ij φj(g), where Ij is the set of groundings
of the j-th formula with respect to the interpretation I.
Let I+j and I
−
j be the indexes of the positive and negative
literals respectively in a grounding of cj . PSL employs the
Łukasiewicz logic to express φj and since disjunctive clauses
are supposed, φj results into the following convex functional:
φj(g) = max{0, 1−
∑
k∈I+j
gk −
∑
k∈I−j
(1− gk)}. (8)
The PSL framework defines an efficient method to perform
inference and to determine the most likely interpretation given
the available evidence. This is equivalent to minimize the
summation in the exponential, which corresponds to a linear
(convex) optimization problem under the restrictions defined
above. However, using the concave Łukasiewicz fragment
proposed in this paper, inference remains tractable also when
lifting the restriction to disjunctive formulas. In fact, as we
have already mentioned, any boolean formula can be rewritten
in (CNF) and then embedded into the concave fragment
exploiting (3). However, the negation of such formula, that
expresses its distance from the satisfaction to be minimized,
can be written as the convex functional:
max{0, 1− l1(g), . . . , 1− ln(g)}
where for i = 1, . . . , n, li(g) corresponds to the grounding g
of some logic disjunctive clause li. Since the expression above,
can be thought of as a potential that extends (8) still preserving
convexity, we can extend the set of formulas represented in
PSL to the whole concave fragment (∧,⊕)∗.
Weight Learning: In the learning formulations of this paper,
i.e. (7), we assumed for simplicity to have no preferences
among the logical rules, validating a shared parameter C2
for their degree of satisfaction. However, PSL weight learning
is commonly performed by maximizing the likelihood of the
training data via gradient descent, where the derivative with
respect to a weight λj is:
∂ logP (I)
∂λj
= Eλ [Φj(I)]− Φj(I).
The gradient with respect to the j–th clause weight is null
when the distance from satisfaction of the training data It
corresponds to what is predicted by the model: Φj(It) =
Eλ [Φj(I)]. Computing the expected value is intractable in
a general setting and improving PSL weight learning is an
open research problem. A common solution is to approximate
the expected value with the most probable interpretation
according to the current weights: Eλ [Φj(I)] ≈ Φj(I?). Under
this assumption, weight learning becomes tractable, because
inference to determine the most probable interpretation corre-
sponds to solving the convex optimization task as previously
described.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section we illustrate by means of some evaluations on
an artificial dataset how to exploit our main result in practice.
In the example, we consider the case of a given boolean
formula which has to be translated into a continuous logical
constraint. As we pointed out in Section IV-C, weak and strong
connectives can behave quite differently still maintaining the
coherence on the crisp values 0, 1.
Fuzzifications: We consider the case of four predicates
A,B,C,D defined on the same domain U = [−3, 3]× [−3, 3].
Such predicates have to be thought of as membership functions
of certain classes of patterns. In this case, we assume A =
[−3, 1]× [−2, 2], B = [−1, 3]× [−1, 1], C = [−1, 1]× [−3, 3],
D = [−1, 1] × [−1, 1]. Among the possible relations holding
for the predicates corresponding to such classes, we decided
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to study the effect of two different continuous translations into
Łukasiewicz logic of the following boolean formula:
∀x : (A(x) ∧B(x))→ (C(x) ∧D(x)). (9)
As pointed out on the expressiveness notes, we can rewrite
such a formula in CNF as
(¬A(x) ∨ ¬B(x) ∨ C(x)) ∧ (¬A(x) ∨ ¬B(x) ∨D(x)),
and, for instance, translate it in Ł with the mapping of the
boolean connectives (∧,∨) either in (1) (⊗,⊕) that are the
t–norm and the t–conorm or in (2) (∧,⊕), that correspond to
the convex operations. The soft constraints corresponding to
such a formula in the two cases are:
(1) min{1, max{0, Ai +Bi − Ci − 1}+
+ max{0, Ai +Bi −Di − 1}} ≤ ξ,
(2) max{0, Ai +Bi − Ci − 1, Ai +Bi −Di − 1} ≤ ξ,
where the subscript i denotes the grounding of the correspond-
ing predicate on the i-th point of the dataset.
For the evaluation we exploit a grid of points for any class.
However only some subsets of these samples are provided
with supervisions. In this example, we assume the sets A
and B as fully labeled, while C is partially labeled and D
is totally unsupervised. We compare the results obtained for
the classes C and D when using the translations of the boolean
formulas into Łukasiewicz connectives, with respect to the
percentage of supervisions on C. We exploited a SVM, as
described in (7), with a Gaussian kernel per predicate with
standard deviation σ = 1 and constant values C1 = 15,
C2 = 10 for the constraints. The experiments are performed in
MATLAB exploiting the interior-point algorithm with different
runs over random permutations of the available labels for C,
while increasing the amount of supervisions.
The plots in figure 1 report the means of the F1 score of the
model without logical constraints, with translation (1) (i.e. with
no convexity) and with the convex fragment (2), respectively
in the case we randomly initialize the optimization algorithms.
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Fig. 1. F1 score of the classifiers on the classes C e D respectively, varying
the amount of available supervisions in C.
As we can see, the model with the convex constraint
outperforms the other one given any number of supervisions
for C. However, the distance decreases when this number
becomes bigger. For what concerns the class D, if we increase
the available supervisions of C the recall for the convex case
does not change, while we can observe some improvements
for the non-convex classifier. Indeed the violation of the non
convex constraint is due to the sum of two different contributes
concerning both the classes. If we increase the number of
supervisions, then the contribution for C to the constraint
decreases and the optimization becomes more effective on the
class D.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
The main contribution of this paper is a theoretical result
about Łukasiewicz logic that can be exploited in different
learning schemes. In principle, whenever we are given a set of
logical constraints, we can translate them into an equivalent
form with only conjunctions, disjunctions and negations on
propositional variables. Then if we translate them by the
convex fragment of Ł, the constraints turn out to be convex
and also equivalent to a set of linear constraints. Throughout
the paper, we show how the provided theoretical result can be
included into different learning settings in order to formulate a
convex or even a quadratic optimization problem. In particular,
we considered the integration into learning kernel machines,
collective classification and Probabilistic Soft Logic.
APPENDIX A
Derivation of the Dual Problem for SVMs. From the
problem (7), we can derive the Lagrangian function
L(ωˆ, ξ, λ, µ, η) as:
1
2
∑
j
||ωj ||2 + C1
∑
j,l
ξjl + C2
∑
h
ξh −
∑
j,l
µjlξjl+
−
∑
j,l
λjl(yl(2pj(xl)− 1)− 1 + 2ξjl)−
∑
h
µhξh+
−
∑
h,i
λhi(ξh −Mhi · p¯− qhi )−
∑
j,s
((ηjs − η¯)pj(xs) + η¯js).
If we set for all j ∈ NJ , l ∈ Nlj , h ∈ NH , i ∈ NIh , s ∈ Nsj ,
the usual KKT–conditions, then the existence of the solution
to the problem is guaranteed. In addition, by setting the null
gradient condition of L with respect to ωj , bj , ξjl , ξh, we are
able to formulate the problem also in the dual space:
max θ(λ, η) = L(ωˆ∗, ξ∗, λ, µ, η) subject to:∑
h,i
λhi
∑
u
Mhi,u = 2
∑
l
λjlyl +
∑
s
(ηjs − η¯js),
0 ≤ λjl ≤ C1, 0 ≤ λhi ≤ C2, ηjs ≥ 0, η¯js ≥ 0,
where j ∈ NJ , l ∈ Nlj , h ∈ NH , i ∈ NIh , s ∈ Nsj .
Definition 3 (Concave and Convex Functions). A function f :
X ⊆ Rn → R is said to be
convex iff f(λx+ (1− λ)y) ≤ λf(x) + (1− λ)f(y)
concave iff f(λx+ (1− λ)y) ≥ λf(x) + (1− λ)f(y)
for any x, y ∈ X , λ ∈ [0, 1].
Proof of Lemma 1. 1) This is obvious since the opposite
of any convex function is a concave one and vice versa.
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2) If fϕ and fψ are concave, then for all x, y, λ ∈ [0, 1],
fϕ∧ψ(λx+(1−λ)y) = min{fϕ(λx+(1−λ)y), fψ(λx+
(1 − λ)y)} ≥ min{λfϕ(x) + (1 − λ)fϕ(y), λfψ(x) +
(1− λ)fψ(y)} ≥ λfϕ∧ψ(x) + (1− λ)fϕ∧ψ(y).
Moreover, by definition fϕ⊕ψ(x) = min{1, fϕ(x) +
fψ(x)}, thus if fϕ⊕ψ(λx+(1−λ)y) = 1 then obviously
it is greater or equal than λfϕ⊕ψ(x) + (1− λ)fϕ⊕ψ(y).
Otherwise fϕ⊕ψ = fϕ+fψ and sum preserves concavity
(and it preserves convexity too) so the thesis easily
follows.
3) This point follows from 1) and 2) plus recalling that
fϕ∨ψ = f¬(¬ϕ∧¬ψ) and fϕ⊗ψ = f¬(¬ϕ⊕¬ψ).
Proof of Proposition 1. First of all we note that, as a conse-
quence of Lemma 1, if ϕ belongs to the concave fragment, then
fϕ is a concave function. Indeed, all the connectives occurring
in ϕ correspond to operations that preserve concavity and
literals and constants correspond to affine functions. The same
argument holds if the formula belongs to the convex fragment.
On the other hand, let us suppose that fϕ is a concave
piecewise linear function, hence there exist some elements
aij , bi ∈ Z for i = 1, . . . ,m and j = 1, . . . , n, such that:
fϕ(x) =
m
min
i=1
ai1x1 + . . .+ ainxn + bi, x ∈ [0, 1]n.
If we set pi(x) = ai1x1 + . . .+ ainxn + bi for i = 1, . . . ,m,
our claim follows provided every pi corresponds to a formula
in (∧,⊕)∗. Indeed the operation of minimum is exactly
performed by the connective ∧. Let us fix i ∈ {1, . . . ,m},
then we can write
pi(x) =
∑
j∈Pi
aijxj +
∑
j∈Ni
aijxj + bi,
where Pi = {j ≤ n : aij > 0} and Ni = {j ≤ n : aij < 0}.
For short, given any ψ ∈ Ł, we write aψ with the meaning
of
⊕a
i=1 ψ or 0, if a > 0 or a = 0 respectively. Therefore,
we can consider the following formula as corresponding to the
function pi:
ϕi =
⊕
j∈Pi
aijxj ⊕
⊕
j∈Ni
|aij |¬xj ⊕ qi1.
Indeed the first strong disjunction corresponds to all the
positive monomials of pi. The second one corresponds to
all the negative monomials of pi, but it also introduces the
quantity
∑
j∈Ni |aij |. Finally qi = bi −
∑
j∈Ni |aij |, with
qi ≥ 0 since pi(x) ≥ 0 for all x ∈ [0, 1]n and in particular
pi(x¯) = bi −
∑
j∈Ni |aij | ≥ 0 where x¯ is the vector with 0
in positive and 1 in negative monomial positions respectively.
The overall formula can be written as ϕ = ϕ1∧ . . .∧ϕm.
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